
Day 1 Fitness 
Rubber Hex Dumbbells Workout Guide 



Let’s get started!

•	 To start it is important to pick the proper weight. Start out 
with lower weights until you learn proper technique and 
build yourself up. If you’re trying to tone your muscles 
and build endurance, rather than significantly increase 
muscle size, select weights that allow you to do about 12 
to 20 repetitions of a given exercise before feeling overly 
tired.

•	 If your goal is specifically strength training and building 
muscle mass, opt for a weight that you can only use for 
about 8 repetitions before being too tired to continue.

Using dumbbells can be a great way to workout at home or at the gym.

Working out with dumbbells allows you to not only work out the exercised muscle but will also 
require the input from various stabilizing muscles. This will allow muscles to strengthen together 
and not develop independently from one another.

It is important to keep proper form while completing the exercises. Be 
careful not to swing and use momentum to perform the exercise, therefore 
gaining the most effective benefits. Practice in front of a mirror to help 
ensure that you are using good form for the exercise.



One Arm Bicep Curl
1. Standing straight, place a dumbbell in your right hand. Keep your elbows close to   
 your side,  rotate the palms of your hands until they are facing forward. 
2. With upper arm stationary, exhale and curl the dumbbell while contracting your   
 biceps. Continue to raise the weights until your biceps are fully contracted and   
 the dumbbells are at shoulder level.  Hold the contracted position for a brief    
 pause as you squeeze your biceps.
3. Then, inhale and slowly begin to lower the dumbbells back to the starting position.
4. Lift only the amount that you can maintain proper form. If arms are moving away   
 from your sides or swinging, it is best to decrease the weight size. Perform desired   
 amount of reps. Repeat with left side.

Walking Dumbbell Lunge
1. Hold a dumbbell in each hand with hands fully extended by your sides.  
 Take a large step forward with your right leg. Lower your upper body   
            into lunge position, bending both knees to 90 degrees and careful not               
            to let your knees extend beyond your toes. Keep your torso upright while   
 keeping your chest out and shoulders back. Maintain balance through   
           out the exercise.
2. With emphasis on the heal of your foot, step forward with your back leg   
 to bring your feet together. Repeat the motion with your opposite leg,    
 moving forward.



SUMO Dumbbell Squat
1.  Hold a dumbbell at the bar with both hands and standing   
 straight up. Legs are slightly wider than shoulder width apart,  
 knees slightly bent. Toes facing out, arms stationary.
2.  While inhaling slowly lower until your thighs until they are  
 parallel to the floor. 
3.  With emphasis on the heel of your foot, exhale and raise your  
 body back to starting position.
4.  It is important to keep your back straight throughout the entire  
 exercise.

Concentration Curl
1.  Sitting on a bench, grasp a dumbbell in one hand and make sure that your  
 leg (or knee) stays behind your elbow, to keep it in the right position
2.  While performing the curl, your elbow should stay in contact with your leg  
 at all times. Repeat with opposite arm.
3.  Curl the weight forward while contracting the biceps as you exhale. Only  
 the forearms should move. Continue the movement until your biceps are  
 fully contracted and the dumbbell is at should level. 
4.  Inhale and slowly lower the dumbbell to starting position. Avoid lifting or  
 swinging the arms. Repeat with opposite arm.



LYING Dumbbell Pullover
1.  Lying with back flat on the bench, grasp the dumbbell with both   
 hands as shown. Arms are fully extended overhead. Legs placed either   
 firmly on the floor or crossed over at 90 degree angle.
2.  While keeping your arms straight, slowly lower the weight behind            
           your head in an arc style movement. Inhale in the downward movement.
3. While exhaling lift the dumbbell back to the starting position in the   
 same arc style movement.

One Arm Dumbbell Row
1.  Place one knee on the bench for support, the other leg firmly planted on the  
 floor. Back should be parallel with the ground. 
2.  With weight in right hand, left palm placed on bench, elbow close to your  
 side, slowly pull the dumbbell towards your body until the elbow is at or just  
 past a 90 degree angle.
3.  Control the dumbbell throughout the movement, avoid swinging or arching  
 your back.
4.  Repeat with opposite arm.


